The theses platform Utrecht University Student Theses Repository gives access to Open Access theses that have been published in the past fifteen years by students from Utrecht University and the University Medical Center Utrecht. The theses can also be found in international search engines such as WorldCat and Google (Scholar).

This manual gives answers to questions such as: how do I find theses of specific study programmes or supervised by specific thesis advisors.

A. **Search for a thesis of a specific study programme on the theses platform**
   https://studenttheses.uu.nl/

   Browse by subject (= study programme):

   ![Subject Browse Screenshot](image)

B. **Search for a thesis supervised by a specific thesis advisor**
   https://studenttheses.uu.nl/

   a. Use the search bar at the top of the page:

   ![Search Bar Screenshot](image)

   b. If you have (too) many results, select “Show Advanced Filters” and search by the full last name of the advisor:
c. Click on “apply” to view the results

C. Search by author of a thesis on the thesis platform
   https://studenttheses.uu.nl/

   Browse by the last name of an author: